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THE ENGLISHMAN AND THE BUTTERFLY 
By Ryan Asmussen 

 
Chapter One 

 
 

Professor Henry Fell is so overwhelmed by fear that he’s only barely able 

to register (with a certain sad, slightly surreal, satisfaction) that the plane is 

actually perfectly level, that there isn’t a single buckle in the currents of air about 

him, that he’s seemingly the only person on this flight feverishly clutching his 

armrests. His conscious mind knows full well that the airplane isn’t going down; 

it’s not even experiencing turbulence. But his body (more specifically every nerve 

in his body) rings out with the sort of anxiety that would be entirely appropriate 

in such a situation.  

A cold sweat has broken out on his forehead, his brain has begin to feel 

clouded over by a fine mist, and a growing tremor suffers his legs and hands to 

tremble. Worst of all, a steady, insistent passion of terror begins to spread inside 

him, like droplets of blood added to clear water. It puts cruel fingers on his lungs 

and his heart, freezes his already stiffening will, forces his vision to begin rolling 

over into darkness.  

Feebly, he calls out to a passing stewardess, forces a weak hand into the air 

to get her attention. She passes by him soundlessly, intent on something at the 

back of the plane. Henry whimpers, unheard. No one in his line of sight. Of the 

two hundred seats in coach, only ten are occupied. Outside the window, above the 

tops of the clouds, the sharply blue sky suspends in what Henry senses is 

something like judgment. He tries to inhale, desperate for oxygen, sensing a fatal 
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numbness slip into the spaces where his reason, his hope, ought to exist. The 

back of the seat in front of him looms, and grows dim. The glossy magazines have 

lost their garish, splashy colors and quaver in a splotchy gray. Slowly, painfully, 

Henry drowns in his own being, into that nameless dread that haunts every man’s 

dreams. His teeth clamp down severely, his toes curl inside his polished, leather 

shoes.  

In the final brutal seconds before he passes out, he wonders why he must 

experience this, what he has done to deserve it. He thinks he will probably die, 

that he is most likely having a heart attack from which there will be no recovery. 

Why else this almost palpable taste of finality?  

Henry’s head lolls to his left side, his hands fall to his legs, and a kind of 

gentle mercy extends to his entire body, now limp and free of suffering. Henry 

faints. 

From within the luxury of first class, a little girl whines for bottled water. 

 

Henry at once realizes many things upon awakening: that he is still on the 

plane, that there are no passengers left on the plane, that he has inexplicably 

emerged from bad dreams, and that a stewardess (fairly attractive, no obvious 

cleavage) is wiping his forehead with a damp linen napkin. The feeling of wetness 

mixed with linen is not necessarily a pleasant one. He is now, irrevocably, on the 

other side of the “pond,” and the triteness of this cliché, combined with what he 

had just (how long ago?) experienced, makes him instinctively reach for his 

stomach.  
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 “How are we holding up?” asks the stewardess, whose nametag reads 

“Marci.” “Are we gonna make it?” 

Good question, even if set in the disingenuous third person. A recurring 

dream he has had for years now materializes in his mind’s eye. He is lying on a 

blandly beige carpet before a full-length mirror. The room in which he reclines is 

completely empty. At his side, curled up in the hollow of his lap, a younger self, 

his one-year old self, plays innocently, babbles. He watches this former self with 

great love and sadness, as, suddenly, it grows old in front of him at a frightening 

speed, like time-lapse photography. One to two years. Two to five. Five to ten. 

This prison stretch of time sprints on, until Henry at eighty, ninety, decrepit, 

impossible, glares back at himself. And this bent, wrinkled body of his, this 

withered thing that is both himself and not himself, turns to Henry with a mad 

gleam in its eyes and reaches for his face with gnarled fingers, bubbles of spit 

forming on its horrible lips.  

He experiences this dream nausea now, fumbling as he is for a vestige of 

mental order. Marci asks her question again, retracting the clammy napkin, but 

the bright light from the window to his left and the hangover of the fevered dream 

make it difficult for him to hear. 

 He remembers exactly where he must now be: Logan Airport, Boston, 

Massachusetts. The University. The appointment. “Distinguished visiting 

professor.” More deadly research on Milton as young upstart. Like books 

tumbling off a shelf, the titles of his life rush past his outstretched hands. Bad 

Men and Angels: John Milton’s Youth. His soon-to-be first, if only he can finish 

the last 100 pages. Harvard University Press is “fitfully” interested. 
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Tourist Oxford looms before him in a magisterial progression of spires and 

punts, pubs and pints. Henry has lived there for most of his adult life, and now it 

can no longer help, no longer serve as a board to which he can affix his being. 

Large, concentric circles quaver in front of him, making neon patterns against the 

inside of his eyelids when he closes his eyes. Oxford as a home drifts upwards like 

smoke, scattering to the east, above and away from the Wild West of America. 

“Sir, are we gonna be okay? Should we call the medical crew?” A look of 

maternal concern covers Marci’s face and Henry, in that split second of 

registering, genuinely wants to feel appreciative of her care.  

 

If my inferior hand of voice could hit 

Inimitable sounds; yet as we go, 

Whate’er the skill of lesser gods can show, 

I will assay, her worth to celebrate, 

And so attend ye toward her glittering state; 

Where ye may all that are of noble stem 

Approach, and kiss her sacred vesture’s hem.  

 

 All he does feel, however, is keen embarrassment and a desperate need to 

urinate. 

 “We are, thank you,” he replies as courteously as he can, and, without 

completely realizing he is doing it, breaks away from her, from that horrible seat 

and its serpentine safety belt, and bolts for the back of the plane to what he 

imagines will be the cool embrace of the onboard toilet. Grabbing the tops of 
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seats for support as he makes his rough way down the aisle, he sees out of the 

right-side windows a pack of bulky men lifting brightly colored luggage. It seems 

a beautiful, blue day outside. A perfect Boston welcome on a perfect afternoon in 

late July, he thinks ironically, and then slams ignominiously into the not 

inconsiderable chest of a member of the ground crew, who himself is headed for 

the same bathroom with the same degree of urgency. 

 

A series of clumsily executed steps. A loss of consciousness. A sudden 

cessation of progress. This is how it has always seemed, has it not? Henry Fell can 

think back almost as far as conception and find only a depressingly few moments, 

such as he can count on the fingers of one shaky hand, when instead of only 

slinking by, even outright disgracing himself, he had performed faultlessly as a 

character upon the world’s stage, despite his sudden circumscribed academic 

notoriety. With satchel and shining morning face, in public school he had crept 

unwillingly from class to class, a target for innumerable bullies with an especial 

liking for the tall and awkward. At home, a burden on his parents for reasons of 

higher intelligence and lower economy, he had lived in his cramped, stuffy room 

with an ever-growing pile of books, friends with which to weather the 

increasingly alien outside world. At Magdalen College, the story was much the 

same: Henry in his digs with the oak barred, studying for exams he knew he 

would pass with distinction, studiously avoiding other, more social, more 

penetrating, exams.  

Of course, there were friends and loved ones, bright times when he had felt 

at peace with himself and the world around him. But, most of the time, Henry has 
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felt acutely cut off from the rest of humanity, though he had never thought this 

was necessarily a bad thing. A certain acceptance has come over him in these last 

few years, at the beginning of his fortieth year, as a matter of fact. Hopes of a 

grand career in letters, or even of a wife and family, have been replaced by hope 

of a different feather: that small, somewhat melancholy hope that perches inside 

the gilded cage of the heart — where once Henry had nurtured the idea of being a 

Poet — that sings the song of settlement, of wanting only to lie down in 

reasonable comfort and be left out of the fray. The offer of a fellowship from an 

American university was like a jarring push to the edge of a precipice, and he had 

profoundly surprised himself by accepting it without hesitation. 

And that was all... and yet, not really. There has been much more to his life 

than that. It cannot, he thinks, be so easily summarized, categorized, shelved. He 

owns a past, one that proves he had once been alive, no matter how imperfectly. 

A past full of patterns, digressions, amusements, moments of transcendence in a 

local mews, the swoop of a gull by the seaside as it snatches a chip out of your 

hand. As Henry looks around his neutered hotel room, a slightly down-at-heel 

Comfort Inn room fairly devoid of real comfort, regards the bland furniture, and 

senses with his sixth sense for sickness the unseen traces of prior hygienically-

challenged occupants, he does not feel as diminished as he usually would feel in 

such an unwholesome environment. He does not, for once, feel like a footnote. 

Then again, he does not feel like a whole scene either, let alone a novel of 

dramatic import. He turns on his side and falls back to sleep, his jacket hanging 

on the desk chair, his luggage unopened on the other, surely-never-to-be-tried 
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bed, while a stream of afternoon sunlight slips between the musty curtains to 

saturate the carpet. 

 

Chapter Two 

 

 The building in which the University’s English department resides is a 

lovely brownstone settled quite nicely away from the main thrust of the campus. 

Garbed in long trails of ivy, positioned on a narrow street mostly populated by 

graduate students (and thus relatively free of the loud, occasionally frightening, 

noises that accompany the various types of undergraduate “work”), 103 Concord 

Street is an impressive edifice, a testament to the University’s ancien régime. 

Inside, one may be less than impressed. The walls on all floors are badly in need 

of a coat of something, anything, paint-like. The ancient elevator holds a 

maximum of two people (three, if one is a child or unnaturally thin) and creaks 

dangerously as it makes its elderly ascents and descents. The stairs, although 

topped with marble, are fiercely cracked in places and wobble precariously on 

their wooden foundations. At one time, fifty-odd years ago, the building housed 

Boston blue-bloods, dressed in fine evening clothes, sipping equally fine 

Bordeaux, and as soon as the University bought the property the building 

shrugged its tailored shoulders and gave up the ghost, most likely in disapproval 

and, perhaps, shame.  

 Nevertheless, Henry notes, standing in the corridor outside the 

department’s main office, the current minds inside the building have an 
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intellectual power and prestige not unnoticed by international academia. In fact, 

the University’s English program is unquestionably one of the best in the country, 

if not the world, and to be a mind among these minds, accepted as one of their 

own, is indeed an accomplishment. Here, on this ground, Henry feels perfectly 

relaxed. He has not the slightest doubt that he belongs here. His scholarship is 

impeccable and important; his promising work on the young Milton was 

recognized by the English community early on in his career, and his appointment 

to one of Oxford’s more prestigious colleges had met with virtually unqualified 

approval (there are always one or two dissenting dons). Twenty years on, despite 

his feelings of personal incompetence, Henry may walk proudly as a master of his 

field, 17th century English literature with an emphasis on Paradise Lost’s rabble-

rouser, and has been appropriately, almost graciously, fêted and awarded 

according to tribal custom. On the less abstract ground beneath his feet — in 

other words the scuffed hardwood floor of the department’s entranceway — he is 

more unsteady. He feels each one of his thirty-eight years. 

With the benefit of hindsight, he is able to see more clearly what had 

happened to him on the plane. Panic attack, running a red and fraying thread 

throughout the secret history of his family. He remembers his usually stolid 

father complaining about “being unwell with nerves” after a holiday in Wales. 

And his grandmother, Nora, over in County Derry, with her own bouts with what 

his mother had called “the frights.” Stories of Nora refusing to come out of her 

room, or anxious of the outside, sometimes not daring even to cross the threshold 

of her ivied cottage door. That had been no heart attack on the plane; that had 
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been clinical anxiety. And he is beginning to feel its first evil tugs, here, as he 

approaches the secretary’s desk to officially announce his arrival. 

 A young woman in her, perhaps, mid-twenties, a brunette in a fetching 

white blouse and off-tan skirt, sits here, bent over an impressive stack of papers. 

With every flick of a page, she licks her lips, concentratedly. Grasping a bulky 

black fountain pen, she seems to be in the process of ticking off check marks in 

organization of some phantom project. A smile appears. She looks up and sees 

what she expects to see: Professor Henry Fell, standing in the doorway accented 

by a witless half-grin.  

 “You’re late,” she pronounces in an American accent, strange, yet 

somehow familiar, to him. “Hearne and Moberley have been waiting for you for 

fifteen minutes.” She pauses to watch him register. There is no register. “You 

know you’re going to lunch with them, right?” 

 Henry does not know this. If he’s honest with himself, and he is often (as 

much as he can bear to be), there is much he doesn’t know that he probably 

should. Like, for instance, where her accent is from. He finds it truly haunting. 

Wood smoke, early morning fog, the weird caw of river fowl. 

 “Are you from the South, by any chance?” he asks, shifting his briefcase 

from one hand to the other. A few notices on a bulletin board next to him flutter 

upwards, a target of the hot wrath of the heating vent. Henry notices with a 

sideways glance that the always-entertaining Duchess of Malfi was recently 

staged by the local chapter of “Take Back the Night.” Whatever on earth that 

could be. 
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 The woman puts down her pen. Henry can see nothing on her face that 

tells him how she has taken this question. Is she bored? Insouciant? Stoical? 

Lesbian? 

“My family originally comes from the Appalachians,” she replies, taking up 

her pen once again and scratching the top of her head with it. The pen sinks into 

a mass of curls, causing them to jiggle slightly. “Do you find it funny?” She offers 

no expression from which he might gauge her feelings. A panic attack is waiting 

in the wings. His whole frame vibrates with nauseating urgency. 

 Henry gurgles for a second before answering. “No, not in the least!” he 

blurts. “Only, it reminds me of something. I can’t quite put a finger on it.”  

 “Are you a Shakespearean?” 

 “Not as such. Tangentially. John Milton.”  

The young woman rises from her burnished throne and stretches. Henry 

interprets this as a possibly favorable sign. 

“As you may know,” she begins, “much of modern scholarship is of the 

opinion that the accent used in Shakespeare’s time was more akin to the accent of 

the hill folk than to any we now know of in the English language.” She pauses for 

effect. “Certainly more akin than the plummy tones of a Gielgud or Olivier.” 

Henry wonders if he should be offended, and quickly decides not to be. He 

has little emotional choice. He likes her, wants to be liked by her, and she is also 

correct, relatively.  

 

 


